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Bosphorus Sunset Cruise

info@acetestravel.com

BOOK NOW

Highlights
 Opportunity to witness the most important landmarks of Istanbul
 Seeing amazing view and silhouettes of Istanbul Bosphorus which is the one which
separates the Europe and Asia continents
 A night to remember between Europe and Asia in the luxury Bosphorus sunset
cruise
 Amazing photo and many like chances for Instagram, you can take photos of
Maiden Tower from really close angle during the sunset
 Snacking with delicious canapés and beverages in elegant sunset cruise Istanbul
 Relieving while seeing wonderful view with just sitting after exhaustive sightseeing
daytime
 You will gaze in admiration at the fascinating lights of Istanbul city in the evening

Tour Itinerary
Do you like sunsets? If so, this Istanbul Sunset Cruise is just for you! This sunset yacht
cruise offers a great opportunity to meet with magnificent landmarks from both the
European and Asian sides of Istanbul Bosphorus. Of course, you can visit all of these

historical places by yourself, and by walking but it is possible to see the seaside faces
of these amazing structures thanks to Bosphorus Yacht Cruise Istanbul. Believe us, it is
a visual feast!
This is a 2.5-hour fairy tale in sunset yacht cruise where you can enjoy your traditional
drinks and canapés meanwhile you can witness the most popular charms of Istanbul
such as Dolmabahçe Palace, Ortakoy Mosque, Maiden’s Tower, Bosphorus Bridge,
Rumelia Fortress, and many more.
You will feel like in the open-air museum when the night falls on the Istanbul skyline in
this Bosphorus sunset cruise.

Food & Drinks
Complimentary drinks
Delicious canapés and snacks served abord
One glass of Wine
Turkish coffee with Turkish delight

What's Included
Hotel pick-up service from centrally located hotels
Scheduled service for maximum convenience
This insightful tour is guided and commentated by an experienced host
Experience Istanbul’s iconic landmarks from an extraordinary perspective
Experience incredible insight into Turkish culture
Unique and unbeatable photo opportunities during SUNSET
State-of-the-art & customized vessels for passengers
Complimentary drinks
Delicious canapés and snacks served abord
One glass of Wine
Turkish coffee with Turkish delight

